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Directions by Ross St Quintin
director@icenihog.com

Hello Everyone

With the weather showing glimmers of spring and a couple of rides now completed,
a warm welcome to Iceni Times April Edition.

Well, our traditional start to the season ‘Blow the Cobwebs Ride’ was really well
supported and the Roast Dinner Lunch we enjoyed at the Fakenham Gallows was a

great way to round off the initial meet up for 2022.

On the ride-out front, Andy and the road crew have been busy working on the 2022 ride out calendar
which is looking fantastic… It’s all loaded onto our Google calendar so please remind yourselves what’s
coming up by logging on the Iceni website at https://icenihog.com/events/

So, if you haven’t ventured out yet, get that bike out, give it a bit of TLC, checking her over and come
along and get involved with some of the rides and events. There’s plenty of choice and you just know
it’s going to be fun.

We are also wanting to make sure our rides and activities appeal to a wide audience so please feel free
to comment on our rides, rallies and activities schedule. We really want to hear from those members that
we don’t see so frequently and ask what we could do to appeal to more people.

We are heading back down the Bike Shed Show at Tobacco Dock in London 28th May which we have
been to previously and is great day out riding into London, meeting up and seeing some different
aspects of the custom motorcycle scene. https://youtu.be/2_oRROesWkA
https://bikeshedlondonshow.com/

If you think that maybe you’d like to get out alone or in a smaller group in order to get things started this
year, why not consider having a go at the new A-to-Z riding challenge? It’s a bit of fun that will help you
think about routes and destinations as well as brush up your riding skills. To do this you will also start to
learn about ‘What 3 Words’ and should you do well in the competition, you could win a prize at the end
of the year. There are more details on What 3 Words on page 22 and there is more on the A-to-Z
challenge on the following pages.

Please keep a close eye on our e-comms and the Iceni calendar for more details nearer the time. As
usual all our riding and event communications will continue to reach you via our calendar on
www.icenihog.com, email bulletins and of course the much-loved texts directly to your mobile.

For those folks who were at our March Chapter meeting, we announced the release of some new
Chapter branded merchandise clothing which will be available in the next few weeks.

I am sure Lesley Freeman our Membership Officer will be keen to catch up with anyone looking to renew
their membership for the 2022 season…!

Please don’t hesitate in providing any feedback for us (good, bad or indifferent). We are really keen to
hear from you.

With Covid still hanging around please all remain vigilant in respect of maintaining a safe and cautious
approach to our activities and meetings.

Looking forward to riding with you really soon.
Let’s make it fun
Cheers, Ross StQ, Chapter Director, Mobile 07802 800180
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Editorial by Colin Prestwich
editor@icenihog.com

Salutations and welcome to the Springtime issue of the Iceni Times, the
second of the year.

Our cover model in this issue is a gnome from one of the cabinets in the
dealership and the banner at the top of the front page is the new sign above
the door in Ber St.

Inside there are two great articles from Tom Tennant and Ron Eaglen.
There are also some more biographies and introductions from new
committee members Paul and Jane. Yvonne has written an introduction to
What 3 Words and Mike Oxborough has pulled together some useful advice
about getting your bike ready for spring.

We have a first in this issue in the form of a poem by Betty St Quintin. Maybe this could become a regular
item so if you’re feeling inspired jot it down and send it through to me.

Other committee members who have written a regular piece are: Comms Officer Martin Watts, Head
Road Captain Andy Cubbage and Treasurer Paul Anthony who explains how to make a nomination for
the charities we will will be supporting this year. I have put together photo montages of the first two rides
of the season, some taken by Paul Welch and some by me.

Regular features in this issue also include the latest from Ber St, the Iceni Times Interview (this time with
Karl Pearce), Iceni Eric by Brian Lee, the Hogoscope with Sue W and the ever popular caption
competition.

As ever I would welcome anything you can contribute to future issues.

If you are a new member and I have not had the opportunity to catch up with you it would be great if you
would think about writing a paragraph or two by way of introduction with an accompanying photo….

Please send anything you have to editor@icenihog.com .

I hope you find this issue as entertaining and informative as ever.

Be seeing you,

Colin

PS The gnome below is my own and, as you would expect, he is keeping his
composure in the face of being moonied at!
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Head Road Captain’s Report
With Andy Cubbage

Welcome to the 2022 riding season from your Head Road Captain, Andy.

The season has at last got underway, starting with a ride to Fakenham to
‘Blow Away the Cobwebs’ and brush off those non riding winter blues,
which was led by our new Director Ross. It was great so many of you ven-
turing out, with over 25 bikes.

We were blessed with good weather and lots of smiling faces for our jour-
ney there. Unfortunately, on the way home the conditions turned slightly
damp but being back on the bike with the chapter couldn’t keep the smiles
away.

The mad lot turning out for the first
ride of the season to blow the cob-
webs away.

Upcoming rides include –

27th March -- West Norfolk Loop Ride, Lunch at Golden Dog pub, Shipdham
2nd April -- Ride Around Broadland Villages to Fur & Feathers, Woodbastwick
10th April – Day Ride – TBC
15th April – Good Friday run
18th April – Easter Egg run to Sunbeams
22nd April - Fish & Chip Ride near Diss Mere
24th April – Day ride to Holkham Hall
29th April – Cider Rally, Weston-super-Mare

Don’t forget the ICENIORS riding season kicks off on 23rd March. If you haven’t already and would like
to be included in the coms, please let me know.

23rd March – Grumpy’s Café, Earsham
30th March – Whitwell & Reepham Station
6th April – Kingfisher Café Walcott

I look forward to seeing you all on the open road for the ad-
ventures listed above.

Remember any suggestions for ride destinations are always
welcome.

Andy.

As a road marshal …and now
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Treasury and Charity News
with Paul Anthony— treasurer@icenihog.com

As you probably know, we as a Chapter like to raise money for charity. Last
year we split the monies we had raised and, with a small top up, were able to
give £1000 each to Sunbeams Play and Norfolk Community Foundation. In
previous years we have also donated money to Blood Bikes and Air
Ambulance.

This year we are going to choose the charities through a “democratic” process
– a ballot. As with last year, we are aiming to give to two charities. However,
this may depend on how the votes are spread; there could be one runaway
winner or there may be little to choose between the top three.

The first stage of the process is for members to nominate a charity. This must
be done by submitting an email to treasurer@icenihog.com by 11th May. On the assumption that there
are more than two nominations we will call for votes during June.

Please note that if the number of charities nominated is unmanageable for a vote the committee will
produce a shortlist. Please note that charities which are religious, political or in any way controversial
will not be put forward for the ballot.

We hope to announce the chosen charities in the Harvest Time (August)
Iceni Times.

So, get nominating and don’t forget to support our fund raising activities.

Cheers,

Paul Anthony
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Poetry Corner
With Betty St Quintin

Colin’s request for a contribution to this Iceni Times edition has allowed me to veer slightly off piste
from writing up committee meet minutes. I’ve indulged my creativity to produce a little ditty which I
think sums up what the Iceni Chapter is all about.

‘Twas the Start of the Season

‘Twas the start of the season and all through the club
Excitement was rising, folks paying their subs.

The leathers came out, were checked over with care
In hope that any weight gain would not cause a tear!

Iceni members roll out their machines
And elbow grease provides suitable gleam.

With a new committee to welcome on board
Lots of planning to do and rides to record.
‘Blow away the Cobwebs’ the ride to start

The end venue, roast dinner a most welcome part
Of folks coming together and having a natter
Discussing future rides - all stuff that matters!

To sign up for rallies, the need to be slick
As places all over begin to go quick.

With an action-packed calendar, lots of riding to do
Plenty of info to work your way through.

For further adventure and ‘livin the dream’
We can rely on the ‘Activities Team’

Fun and frolics provided for all
As an Iceni member you’ll sure have a ball!

‘Communications and web’ let you know the intent
And the ‘Iceni Times’ read is time well spent

The ‘Road Crew’ endeavour to deliver the best
Providing group riding, north, south, east and west.

A short ride to bar hop, tour longer maybe?
Take a look and find ‘your cup of tea’.

The ‘Home of Iceni’, the Norwich HD shop
Offers friendly welcome, a great place to stop!

HD merchandise, additional parts
A wide range of bikes, oh where to start!

The team will welcome friends old and new
Come on down - you know what to do!

Now ‘Street bob’, now ‘Softail’, now ‘Ultra’ and ‘Road King’,
On ‘Road glide’, on ‘Sportster’, on ‘Heritage’ and ‘Fatboy’

To the Chapter meet and rides thereafter
For guaranteed fun and lots of laughter!

By Betty St Q March 2022
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Martin’s Corner
communications@icenihog.com

We in Iceni are a disparate (note, I say disparate and not desperate!) geographically
scattered bunch so we need to be effective in keeping our members informed and up to date. If not you
may miss out on activities, rides and important news about your Chapter. So how do we do it and what
do you need for it to work?

Access to an email address and Google Calendar on a smartphone, tablet or computer is the main thing
you need to make sure you are ‘kept in the loop’. All communications will be sent to everyone we have
an email address for. Emails will be sent for individual notifications at any time but an email should
arrive in your inbox every Monday as a reminder of the activities taking place that week. If you think you
are not receiving our emails please check your ‘Junk Mail’ folder first. If you are still not receiving
anything, please email me at communications@icenihog.com. I’ll help you out as much as I can.

Everything we do is on the Iceni Google Calendar and there are a couple of ways you can access it.
You can ‘subscribe’ to the calendar on your smartphone, tablet or computer. If you wish to know how to
do that, get in touch with me and we can arrange for someone to help as it can be a little bit tricky. The
second way to access it is through the website at icenihog.com. If you look at the home page you will
see three boxes with messages in them. They may be displayed horizontally or vertically depending
upon the device you are using (typically, horizontal on a computer and vertically on a smartphone). The
middle of the three is headed ‘Next Iceni Event’ and immediately below that heading is indeed the next
event on the calendar. At the bottom of that box is a button, which says ‘View Events’, which will take
you to the calendar itself. This will always be a 100% copy of the Google calendar as, by some magic,
it is the Google calendar which automatically replicates itself on our website. Also of course, our website
has links to all sorts of information but you can only access most of these links if you log in as a member.
If you are not registered on the website as a member, do so and you will get access to lots more.

We will also use social media to get our messages out to you and the wider world. In this day and age,
a world without Facebook is difficult to imagine. Iceni Chapter has a Facebook and Instagram
presence. At the moment though, we are going through a steep learning curve and are in the middle of
a series of meetings with a very knowledgeable Social Media professional who is guiding and teaching
us all about the mysteries of Facebook and Instagram. Once we are schooled in the ‘dark arts’ great
things will start to happen on both those platforms. In the meantime though you may wish to become a
member of the private members’ Facebook group and join in with photos, comments, Iceni related
information and chat. Go to https://www.facebook.com/groups/83984001456/ or search for ICENI
H.O.G. Chapter #7822 within Facebook and ask to join the group.

Another form of communication we may use isWhatsApp. This is an app you can download onto your
phone, tablet and/or your computer from the App Store (for Apple devices), Play Store (for Android
devices) or the whatsapp.com site for PCs. WhatsApp is a messaging app that allows its users to make
voice and video calls, send videos, text and photos over a Wi-Fi connection. The good thing about it
from our point of view is that we can create groups of people and communicate with the whole group.
What we want to do is set up groups for individual events, such as for all those who are attending a
particular rally. This means we can then relay any information, updates etc specific to that group. Once
the particular event has passed then the group will be disbanded and new groups will be created for
other events.

We also use texts to remind everyone of upcoming meetings, rides etc so if you change your phone
number make sure you let us know!

Now we all know that technology can be a little ‘fickle’ and can sometimes be a bit choosy about who it
is going to work for. So, if you have any problems getting any of these things ‘set up’ just contact me by
email on communications@icenihog.com and I will endeavour to get things sorted out for you and don’t
be afraid to ask questions. Communication is a two-way process. One who is not so fickle, is our Brian
Lee who holds the esteemed office of “Keeper of the Boards” and has taken on the responsibility for
those very professional notices on the Iceni Notice Board in the relaxation area at the dealership. So,
if in Norwich, pop into Ber Street and grab a coffee to sup while reading the latest notices.
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Meet Paul and Jane
Photographer and Ladies of Harley Officer (respectively!)

Our celebrity couple this issue are Paul and Jane
who have not been out of the public eye since the
Sixties. Here they tell us their stories.

Paul’s story

On two wheels with the wind in my face is where I
love to be! From a very early age my parents would
take me to watch the motor cross racing at Lyng
where I was amazed at the boys hurtling round the
course whist flying through the air at great speed
and this is where the passion was born.

Tinkering with bikes and riding was my main hobby,
cobbling something together in the shed and then
usually breaking it, until I reached the grand age of
17 and became road legal where the open road
brought a freedom beyond compare.

Numerous types and styles of bike came and went until a lengthy break for family and children halted
proceedings. My first Harley was in 2015 which brought with it a new dimension to owning a motorcycle
and that is belonging to a chapter and being part of a motorcycling family. My partner Jane soon became
involved and before long was riding herself which opened new horizons and has made plotting and
planning for trips and rides even more special.

The passion has never waned and I’m sure it’s Castrol that runs through my veins awaiting the next
chance to fire up the engine and head off for the next adventure! Enjoy the freedom and ride safe.

Jane’s story

I am delighted to have been chosen to be the Ladies of Harley Officer and hope that I can help and
encourage other ladies to enjoy and become as involved with the Chapter as I have been over the last
few years, as well as making some great friends.

Here’s a bit about my journey getting here…..

My partner Paul decided to buy a Harley in 2015 after having a long break from riding, at which point I
was his pillion. After a few months I decided that I would like to learn to ride, bought a Suzuki VanVan,
did my CBT & started riding to work and anywhere else that took my fancy. In May 2016 I passed my
test – good job as I had already purchased my first Harley, a Sportster 1200 XLC.

I’ve also owned a Dyna & two Softails before finally settling on a
Street Glide Special.

I have always loved the look and sound of Harleys, but that was as
far as it went. Since passing my test I have never looked back. I
can now see why everyone who rides loves it! Up until that point
any riding that I did was on bicycles or horses!

We joined the Iceni Chapter in 2015, to be perfectly honest,
apprehensively, as we’re not usually club people. But we needn’t
have worried; the welcome we received and the help and support
from other members was second to none.

We’ve enjoyed many trips both in the UK and abroad with the club
and here’s hoping there will be many more to come.
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That’s how people grow up
Photos of Paul Welch

Here we see Paul in his first week of school (aged 5), with his
sister on the “famous” green tricycle where Paul’s love of wheeled
transport first began and at the age of 17 on his first (road legal)
motorbike. And finally, Paul enjoying a recent committee meeting!
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Slim Pickings
By Tom Tennant

Our son, Glen, lives and works on the west coast of America in Ventura,
California. Ventura is an old style, laid back, super friendly, original surf
town slap bang between Malibu and Santa Barbara and as such, draws
quite a few car and bike meets to the county fair ground or along main
street which the city fathers are only too happy to accommodate. To
that end I’ve been lucky enough to attend several meets, especially
custom chopper events as California is the home of the chopper.
Several chats with various custom shops and trade stands have
resulted in free T shirts as soon as they’ve found out a Brit is interested.

Being at these meets you get to see several accessories that you didn’t
realise could fit your bike away from the usual items in the Harley
catalogue. Chatting with the locals gives you valuable insight and
feedback and of course the best deals to be had. Also having regular
trips to Ventura, whether it be us or some of Glen’s UK friends, means
a steady supply of accessories can be transported across the pond
without shipping costs.

As they say, no two Harleys look the same. I’ve customised my Slim by swapping out the foot boards
for slightly raised and short forward pegs to give better cornering clearance. I’ve changed the exhaust,
air intake, grips and levers and a few bits of trim. However, a couple of my favourite items that came to
my attention when in Ventura (and which I purchased and fitted to the Slim) are as follows:

Viking Saddle Bag

I wanted a bag that was slim enough to complement the look of the bike,
but was not the usual swing arm bag that you see on most Softails. It had
to be large enough to carry a small tool set (including that essential Torx
T27 bit) and light weight wet weather gear for short rides. To that end the
Viking saddle bag fitted the bill perfectly.

The bag is made of a rigid plastic hard shell covered in a wipe down
leather look material. It sits on its own dedicated frame, which is attached
to the sissy bar. The fasteners on the main compartment have holes in
them so you can slip a small padlock through for extra security if you
wish. The bag has been permanently in
situ on the bike for over five years now
and still looks great.

I did have one slight problem initially after fitting. On riding, a few
weeks later I began to hear a squeak when going over any bumps. I
initially thought it was emanating from the shock absorbers, then the
rear brake caliper or the swing arm pivot. After several hours of taking
things to bits, inspecting and trying to replicate the squeak by
bouncing the bike with help from Graham, the offending squeak was
eventually traced to the back of the bag. The outer material had worn
away and the plastic hard shell of the bag was rubbing on the belt
guard over an area of around 2cm. A school boy error had occurred in
not checking the clearance when fitting the bag against the belt guard
-- I’d not reckoned for the movement of the swing arm……Doh!

A simple fix was to remove the belt guard which I think makes the bike
look even more cool in my view.
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To France
with Jo Diamond

Memphis Shades Screen

I wanted a screen for the bike
for the occasional winter ride
or the short tours with the
chapter, particularly when we
blasted down the motorways.

I was never enamoured with
the wide flat screen that you
see on most Harleys (personal
choice) and wanted a screen
that would offer protection and
also be in keeping with the
slim profile of the bike. I think the Memphis Shade screen suits the bike
perfectly in being tapered from wide lower towards the top and with the
smoked lower part graduating to clear. It really complements the look of the
bike in my eyes. With the quick install/release mechanism attached to the

forks it’s a doddle to fit in 30 seconds. It also articulates enough so that you can match it to the rake of
the front forks or ensure the top of the screen is at nose level. I’ve had it on and off the bike for the last
five years and found it to be good on scratch resistance and good on wind protection.
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The last two years have been very frustrating for those of us wishing to get
out on our bikes and here is a great opportunity to get back in the saddle
on a trip abroad to soak up some sun and ride some spectacular roads in
a stunning part of Europe…

Mad Hatter Motorcycle Adventures is offering a special discounted price for
members of the Iceni Chapter for a one-week adventure in south western
France!

There are 4 rooms available, all doubles – so you can come either as a solo
rider or with your better half! You will stay at our 12th century farmhouse for
6 of the 7 nights and head off after breakfast each morning on a ride
through the amazing landscape of this beautiful part of France, returning in
the evening in time for a swim in the pool, a cold beer and dinner under the
stars. There is one night spent in a hotel in the stunning Tarn Gorge area
and a day off to relax in the middle of the week.

If your better half does not want to spend all (or any!) time on the back of your bike, they are very
welcome to relax in the sun by the pool enjoying a glass or two of chilled rosé (lunch is included for those
spending the day at the house)…

The trip is basically “all expenses paid” and includes breakfast,
evening meals with drinks (wine, beer and soft) and
accommodation – all you will need to pay for is fuel, lunches
and your crossing to France.

Dates: 8 – 15 June 2022
Price for Iceni members only: £1495 for a solo rider; £1755
for a rider with pillion; £1315 per person for a couple with one
bike each.
Details can be found at www.madhattertours.com/france1-22
or call Jo Diamond on 07966 367 690.



Harley History
The V-Rod

The V-Rod was a truly 21st century phenomenon, first appearing in 2002 and being available until the
model year 2017. The first thing you notice about this futuristic bike is that the “tank” is little more than
a cover for the double overhead camshafts on the four-valve cylinder heads. Read more about the evol-
ution of the V-Rod in Ron Eaglen’s article on the next two pages.
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Me and My V-Rod
By Ron “Rocket” Eaglen

The one thing about life that is common to us all, that directs our future, our destiny,
even sex … or in my case the desire to ride is … no not an itch BUT an urge. When
the urge takes you life suddenly has direction ...a goal.

And there it was for me. One night of “You Tubing” motorbikes and rock music when
as if by magic the two suddenly blended in front of my eyes … deliverance. No, this
time not the duelling banjos but an electric guitar and Harley Davidson Motorbike
substituting those banjos, each speaking to the other, and I was committed.

I picked up the telephone, woke my mate up (the proud owner of two Harleys) and reminded him of a
previous visit to view this strange V-Rod beast of speed that he had to sell. Without a care to the wind,
or my bank balance, agreed his price and a date for me to pick up the bike. There. It was done, a de-
cision made from a moment of You Tube magic to fulfil that urge.

When HD originally introduced this bike to their range it was with the intention of securing sales from the
already competitive Suzuki/Kawasaki defined market which had already seen a new generation buy into
these high revving models. For HD, with this in my mind, the idea of the same style bike as had gone
before was a no no.

Born in the USA the V-Twin Racing Street Custom (VRSC), V-Rod to my friends, was produced from
2001 through 2017. Whilst giving a nod to the easy rider chopper style there emerged a sleek, smart
looking bike featuring for the first time liquid cooling and a dual overhead cam -- a rarity amongst most
brands and trailblazer for HD, with an engine bearing the hallmark of German engineering built by
Porsche and another first for Harley Davidson.

Out of this came the quickest and fastest production model of its time -- 60mph in 3.5seconds, 100mph
in 8 seconds and a top speed of 140mph. Only 26 inches off the ground and me with a 29inch leg (short
Aerosol!!!... I hear you say) …

Mind you, none of this influenced me (uuuum!!). I mean, in front of me on that dreary day in Swaffham
stood this mean, high revving machine, decked out in a paint job that caressed a candytuft red through
orange to red and yellow flames reflecting in a mass of chrome that said “come on baby let me light
YOUR fire.” Oh! And that it did.

This whole machine just reeked of innovation. It was the radical design that anybody had seen on a
motorbike. To confuse and yet excite people the petrol tank with a 3.7 gallon capacity sits directly under
the seat. Performance enhancements through the overhead cam and liquid cooled engine saw my
model, the VRSCA (sing along to D.I.S.C.O), capable of producing 115 horsepower (that’s wotsit smelly
stuff off the end of a shovel to you and me), solid disc brakes that did a better job at stopping the bike,
and a 180mm rear tyre. The 1131cc engine may not have the grunt (torque) for pulling power in higher
gears but accelerating at full revs through the 5 gears was exhilarating to say the least.

Making the most of high revs on a first ride out (to allow me to adjust to riding under power again) be-
came a real experience when coming out of a corner to be faced with a flock of Canadian geese resting
across the road. The versatility of machine and braking sys-
tem were able to boost my confidence to the point of feeling
that this bike really can control itself. Weaving in and out of
these birds slalom-style showed off the ability to throw the V-
Rod about. And that has been the riding experience that for
so many years has warmed me to this machine. The versatil-
ity of being either in a group riding situation, heads turning at
the style and grace of man and machine (that’s me and ma-
chine I’m alluding too!), but also being able to just open the
throttle and give it some around country lanes or on major
roads the V-Rod just purrs and laps up anything I ask it to do.
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I guess my model V-Rod is a bit of a classic now. Various develop-
ments over the years from 2005 the VRSCB, VRSCD – Night Rod
with tweaks, cosmetic and mechanical upgrades. New mufflers
created a further 5 horsepower and a new ABS braking system,
and an important change of replacing forward controls with mid
controls.

From 2007 to 2010 the VRSCAW hit the scene which saw design
take the original 2001 design and put in new features so major
changes had to be made to accommodate …. No wait, before I
come to that, firstly can I say that all through my Iceni membership
my V-Rod has been the delight of all road captains in their planning
of long road trips. Rome, in celebration of my 60th birthday (or was
it for some HD 110 years anniversary or something…well any-
way!), particularly springs to mind. Planning a route for a group of
riders that predominantly ride Harleys with tanks so large that I’m
assured are capable of covering 800 miles between petrol stops
(yeh get on!!!), can really get difficult when factoring in stops that
also must accommodate one bike that has a miniscule 120 mile
capacity before the tank is empty. Many days have witnessed me riding on fumes, praying for a garage
to appear on the horizon. Standing on the pegs and throwing the bike from left to right in a last attempt
to salvage that final drop of liquid gold (not, as some may have thought, was my need to satisfy an
irritating itch!). I digress but pay homage to that dedicated band of men and woman that throughout the
years have taken pity and factored my fuel shortfall in.

Anyway, the VRSCAW saw one of the biggest upgrades with the introduction of a 5 (yes, I said 5) gallon
tank, still located under the seat. The rear tyre was widened from 180mm to 240mm and the need to
make changes to the frame became necessary for those reasons. Ongoing developments to the engine
saw the production of 123 bhp.

From 2011 to 2017 the VRSCF V-Rod, known affectionately as the V-Rod Muscle, completed the evol-
ution of the V-Rod. A real head turner though much of the way it was constructed remained the same.
This may have been a cosmetic change but this did mark the first time that the indicator lights were sited
on the mirrors.

It seems strange to me that when I first became the proud owner of my V-Rod, amongst a section of
Harley riders there was a dislike of the V-Rod in all its guises to the extent that they didn’t regard it as a
true Harley. Yet those early bikes off the production line were revolutionary in their design and I believe
it can be argued that they had an impact on the motorbike industry itself.

Around the world there remains a huge ownership base who, as with all HD owners, personalise their
bikes to become some of the most radical machines out there. In 2018 HD decided that they wouldn’t
include this model in their range but there seems to be a sector of riders out there who would like to see
it make a comeback. Time will only tell.

My V-Rod, bless, came off the 2004 production line. Blanked out wheels and a sweeping exhaust sys-
tem were not features that its one and only other owner wanted. Wheels replaced with chrome, scream-

ing eagle exhaust, much more chrome and a brand-new
aftermarket paint job before it left the dealership and my
V-Rod was born again

Since I acquired it in 2007 more chrome has been added
plus a Harley tuning software system (not sure what it’s
really called but there you are). For the longer ride a full
detachable screen replaces the sport screen and cruis-
ing seat has satisfied my ageing bones and the love
affair of some 15 years is now in its twilight year.

Having increased my stable of bikes to two with the addi-
tion of a Heritage Softail garage space is limited and I
may finally have to say au revoir … but as with any love
affair… who knows?
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Blow the Cobwebs Away – 13thMarch
Photos by Paul Welch
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Group Ride Refresher – 19thMarch
Photos by Colin Prestwich
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Hogoscope
with our regular astrologer, Septic Sue
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Aquarius: January 20th – February 19th

“You will soon face an important decision that you
must make on your own.” – You decide alone. Do
you want a trip in the spring, summer or autumn
or maybe all three? Come on, be brave and
decide. You won’t regret it.

Pisces: February 20th – March 20th

“You are greatly impressed by someone whose
opinion you truly value.” – Happy days ahead. You
are going to be asked to join a trip you have
longed to make and be included and valued. Stop
worrying. It will be fun.

Aries: March 21st – April 20th

“You will soon be going on a long trip which you
will find very beneficial.” – Plan your long awaited
bike trip that you have had to put off. Tour bike is
raring to go! Spring is in the air. Ready to go? Go,
Ram!

Taurus: April 21st – May 21st

“You will soon receive news of great importance.”
– Rallies are up and running. Accommodation is
available. What are you waiting for, Taurus? It’s
OK to be cautious but spring is for new beginnings
so throw caution to the wind. The world awaits
you.

Capricorn: December 21st – January 19th

“Your own ability will bring your strongest asset.”
– Go, go, go, Capricorn. Let your brakes up and
go with the flow. A mini-adventure may open
Pandora’s box of delights. Trust it!

Libra: September 24th – October 23rd

“You will argue over something trivial.” – Why
waste your energy when you can take to the road
and roar away to ride it out? Too cold? Too wet?
Polish it! Make it beautiful and shine like your
bike.

Sagittarius: November 22nd – December 20th

“You will meet someone who will bring you
rewards and pleasure.” – Lucky you, Sagittarius.
There are happy days ahead for you, it seems.
Too good to be true? Trust and believe and all will
be yours. Stop worrying. You are worth it.

Gemini: May 22nd – June 22nd

“Beware of behaving extravagantly and regretting
it.” – Regret nothing! Live life fearlessly and enjoy
each day. You are a long time dead!! Spring is the
time for riding the lanes in the sunshine and
enjoying happy days ahead.

Leo: July 24th – August 23rd

“You will achieve what you desire.” – Whoo hoo,
let’s go. Pack up your bike and you’re off. We are
on the move. Where to? You choose. It’s been a
long time coming. Don’t wait any longer. A boost
to the finances will help you decide. Lucky you!

Scorpio: October 24th – November 21st

“You will be deceived by someone you do not
expect.” – It’s not as dramatic as you may think,
Scorpio. Maybe you will feel disappointed by
someone’s actions but they could be doing you a
favour. You will find you don’t really need them.

Cancer: June 23rd – July 23rd

“You will be lucky in any speculations you make.”
– Buy a Harley and ride away to the hills. The
world is your oyster. Enjoy it. Already got a
Harley? Maybe upgrade the one you have or add
another to your collection.

Virgo: August 24th – September 23rd

“You have a rival you are not aware of.” – Are you
giving strangers your best, Virgo, and taking your
loved one for granted? Stop wasting your time
pleasing strangers. Turn your charm back on your
loved one. You will be surprised at the result.

Sue has been busy investigating some more Chinese wisdom. Here she presents it for each star sign
with her unique occidental interpretation just for you.



Caption Competition
“The competition that keeps on giving”

Can you think of a good
caption for this photo-
graph? If so, please send
it to editor@icenihog.com .

As before there is no prize
as such for winning this
competition but, as I al-
ways say, what better re-
ward than the glory of hav-
ing your name and wit
published in this august
magazine?

Also, as ever, if you have a
photo which would make a
good caption competition
then please don’t hesitate
to send it to me – ed.

Last Time’s Winning
Entries

Pete K: "My eyes have gone all funny looking at
that shirt!" (2 points)

Pete K: “Well, Granville, I hate to say this, but you
have been voted to pay for tonight's bar bill!" (2
points)

Jon T : “Going into power down mode, he’s
stopped talking about Harleys!” (2 points)

Pete K: "Colin, I know I snore but do I have to sleep in this helmet? Can't you just
wear a pair of ear plugs?" (0 Points – score edited by the proofreader)

Remember the new points system. It is still possible to submit multiple captions
(so keep them coming) but, barring the occasional random bonus, the aggregated scores will only in-
clude each person’s best score from each caption. This means the scores so far this year are: Pete K:
5 points. Jon T: 5 points. Tom T: 3 points. Mrs X: 2 points.
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The Iceni Times Interview
With Karl Pearce

What was the first bike you owned? My first bike was a Peugeot Elyseo
100cc Scooter. It was a great little scooter, which helped me get around
independently as a youngster.
When did you pass your test and on what bike? I did my test way back
in 1999 and did it on a Honda CB500.
How long have you been a member of the Iceni? I am just coming into
our 4th season, so it will be 4 years in May. It's honestly the best decision I
ever made. Meeting great friends and Iceni are definitely my 2nd family.
What Harley(s) do you currently own? I own a Tri-Glide now after many
many years away from riding due to a serious motorcycle accident. I took
the trike for a test ride and after an hour on it, I fell back in love with riding
and realised I could now ride again without the worry of dropping a bike or
losing my balance.

What Harley(s) have you previously owned? I never owned a Harley before, as I stopped riding for
many years and didn't think I would ride ever again. I have always dreamt of owning one since I was
about 12 though.
Are there any other Harley models (past or present) you would
really like to have in your imaginary oversized garage? Yes, I would
love a Sportster, as a run around and to be able to get back onto two
wheels just for short journeys and a bit of fun. But I love my Tri-Glide for
the long treks.
What do/did you do for a living? I work as an ambulance driver, which
I love. I have always enjoyed working with people and helping where I
can. I also volunteer for Cromer RNLI, as a Winchman and Head
Launcher. But most of my life was spent in the army and NHS.
Do you ever tinker or do you always use a garage/dealer? God No! I
am useless with anything mechanical and would certainly make matters
worse. I will always use people with knowledge and experience to do
any work for me.
What is it that attracted you to Harley-Davidson as opposed to other makes of bike? I think I
have always had a bit of a thing for cruising bikes. And as for Harley it has to be two films that did it for
me as a child; Easy Rider and Terminator 2. Seeing those cool guys riding around carefree to an
amazing soundtrack made me want that life.
What has been your most memorable Harley event? So far it has to be when I was younger going
on a boat from the UK to Spain and waiting to board when about 200 Harleys turned up to board going
to a rally and I was like……” Oh My God, I would love to be with these guys.” As for within Iceni, it has
to be my first rally which was the Cider Rally. An amazing ride down to the site and the great laugh we
had watching great bands and some really good ride outs.

Tell us an interesting or little known fact about you. When I
was off on leave from the army, I did some work as a close body
protection officer within the music and film industry. I got to work
with loads of celebs and even party with them. Ohhh the stories I
could tell………..
What are your hopes for the future (not including world peace
and the eradication of disease)? To keep making new friends
and to be riding well into the future with this amazing chapter and
going on many many more adventures. Oh, and that little rascal
Putin gets a little something extra with his cuppa tea soon.
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The Latest from Ber Street
with Keith Foster

Hi All,

What a great start to the year! It was great
to see so many at the last chapter meeting
and at other times of the month, too!

We have great news to share with every-
one. Our Sam has not only passed his full
bike test he has purchased his first bike,
too. If you didn’t see on Facebook, he is
now the proud owner of a brand new Low
Rider S. I’m sure you, along with us, wish
him many years of riding enjoyment ahead.

Also, just a quick update: New bike availabil-
ity will continue to be limited with longer than
normal lead times on most models. So, if
there is a bike you’re after call our new Sales
Superstar Baz so he can source one for you
sooner rather than later.

Looking forward to the spring so we can begin
the bike nights and let our hair down.

See you there!

All the best,

Keith
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What 3 Words
with Yvonne Owers

Do you have difficulty finding awkward locations?
Is there an easy way to find that meet up point in the middle of the beach for

a picnic? Well, What 3 Words may be your solution!

This is a system where the world has been divided into 3m squares and each
square given three random words. These are all unique. The system is used
by emergency services regularly to locate, for example, road traffic collisions
in rural locations.

You can use their website -- what3words.com or download the app onto your
smart phone. This can give the 3 words for your location or if you are given 3
words you can find it on the map.

You can also search by using a postcode (see right), an address,
or trying three random words. The best ways are postcode and
address of course – the random words are not always helpful!

Here are two examples you might be familiar with:
1) The H-D Ber St postcode gives “flames.loaded.gown”
2) Premier Inn at Broadland Business Park: “loud.cats.lungs”

I checked out “motorbike.loud.pipe”
– this took me to a point between
Nashville, Tennessee and Louisville,
Kentucky. (See right) But variations
will take you elsewhere! (See
below.)
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A-to-Z Challenge
Do You Accept The Challenge?

With the riding season getting underway we can now confirm the details of the treasure hunt
based A-to-Z challenge for you to have a go at which involves riding your bike to various destin-
ations as listed on the target & score sheet [see next two pages]. If you accept the challenge then
have a look at the rules below that explain in a bit more detail how the A-to-Z challenge works. Then
simply decide when you want to ride and where you want to go. By way of an example, the letter W is
a Wood; it can be any wood, anywhere. You decide how far you want to travel and on what day you want
to travel. But before you leave a little bit of planning should help you get the best ‘What Three Word’
scrabble score from your chosen destination. On arrival at your chosen destination take a photo with
you and your bike in the frame and record your ‘What Three Word’ score on the target & score sheet.
Keep hold of the score sheet until the end of the challenge but send your photos on a regular basis to
our A-to-Z coordinator Yvonne Owers via email, text or WhatsApp. Contact details for Yvonne are; email:
Yvonneowers@btinternet.com or phone / text: 07799774684.

The challenge will run from 1st April to 30th September. The overall Iceni winner will be the person
with the highest confirmed ‘What Three Word’ scrabble score after the closing date of 30th September
2022. A small prize will be awarded at the AGM at the end of the year.

Rules:

Plan your own route to find the best ‘What 3 Words’ Scrabble score you can whilst standing next to or
near to the object or place listed on the A-to-Z target sheet. Please don’t travel in large groups as this is
not designed to be a group activity or break any social distancing rules or ‘stay at home’ rules that ap-
pertain at the time. PLEASE STAY SAFE AND WITHIN THE LAW.

1. Your planned route may include one or more stops to gain points in the Challenge.

2. At each of your destinations, take a photograph with your bike and the destination in it.

3. Make a note of what you have visited, for example, where was your Arch, what was its name ?

4. Use the What 3 Words app to get the three words of the location of your bike near the Arch.

5. Use the Scrabble calculator to work out your score: https;//thekatespanos.com/scrabble-score-calcu-
lator/

A = 1 / B = 3 / C = 3 / D = 2 / E = 1 / F = 4 / G = 2 / H = 4 / I = 1 / J = 8 / K = 5 / L = 1 / M = 3 / N = 1 / O
= 1 / P = 3 / Q = 10 / R = 1 / S = 1 / T = 1 / U = 1 / V = 4 / W = 4 / X = 8 / Y = 4 / Z = 10

Send the photograph taken at each location visited to Yvonne our Challenge Coordinator with a brief
description of where you were, the What 3 Words and your claimed scrabble score.

You should also fill in your scoring sheet to keep track of what you’ve done and what’s left to do.

At the end of the challenge send Yvonne your score sheet and any outstanding photos so the winner
can be determined because a small prize will be awarded to the overall winner, based on the claimed
and verified total scrabble score.

Note: -- When you visit a location you will find, by moving around, you will be able to change the What
3 Words you collect. So, it’s OK to try and get the best 3 words that will give you the highest scrabble
score but please remember the photograph you send in of your bike should be in the What 3 Words
square you are claiming the scrabble points for.

Have Fun & Stay Safe,

Yvonne
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NAME: PLACE VISITED PHOTO
Submi�ed

What 3 Words POINTS
Claimed

DATE

A ARCH

B BANK

C CHIPPY

D DITCH

E ELECTRICITY SUBSTATION OR PYLON

F FIELD

G GEORGIAN HOUSE

H HOSPITAL

I INDUSTRIAL SCENE

J ANYTHING
JUBILEE RELATED

K KERB

L LIBRARY

M MILESTONE



N NURSING HOME

OPTICIAN

P POST OFFICE

Q QUAKER HOUSE

R RAILWAY STATION

S SEA VIEW

T TELEGRAPH POLE

U UNION FLAG

V VALLEY VIEW

W WOOD

X XMAS TREE PLANTATION

Y YARD

Z ZEBRA CROSSING



Safety Corner
with Mick Oxborough

So here we are with Spring 2022 just around the corner and the nights
pulling out nicely. Now it’s time to focus on the rides and events planned
for what promises to be another great year for Iceni HOG members. We
enjoyed some great training in 2021 and our safety track record was ex-
cellent. We aim to maintain that standard in 2022 with your assistance, of
course! Iceni provided training opportunities for all members with people
taking advantage of the advanced riding courses and first aid training.

For those of you now interested in improving your riding skills, please par-
ticipate in one of the training course options provided by the police or
other training providers. For those of us who think we know how to ride
and don’t need any further training, think again. As the old saying goes,
you’re never too old to learn. It really is amazing to learn new techniques
and skills which you didn’t know even existed. Not only are the courses
interesting and educational, but they are also really good fun and incred-
ibly good value for money.

Options for courses can be for a combination of riding skills training: starting at around £50 for a two-part
course with the police; the Specific Iceni Chapter Motorcycling one day First Aid course is around £40;
and the latest Biker Down Training Course, which covers a combination of riding skills and first on the
scene management, is a free to attend 3 hr course. We also for this year have the i2i courses available,
recommended by the police, at a discounted rate on May 21st and 22nd this year. See details on later
pages.

As with all Iceni Chapter Events, there is no obligation to participate. However, should any of these
opportunities interest you, give me a look at our next Chapter meeting, or drop me a line via email to get
more info and get your name on the list! With the reasonably easy winter enjoyed so far, some of us
have kept the bike out and managed to get a ride in here and there. Just make sure you get any salt
residue thoroughly washed away! Winter salt and road de-icing grit is the worst possible thing for our
shiny metal machines… It’s really upsetting to see corrosion appearing after a winter ride out as the salts
get in every nook and cranny - a thorough wash down is essential! If you do forget, or overlook the winter
post ride wash, it can be an expensive exercise to recover the bike to its full glory, necessitating a full
strip down, clean and polish, and in some cases, surface refinishing.

With most of our ‘precious ones’ safely tucked away, hopefully suitably winterised with some metal pro-
tecting corrosion inhibiter, either S100 or ACF 50 on the exposed metal and chrome surfaces, and some
fuel stabiliser in a full tank of fuel, another great investment is a Harley-Davidson ‘battery tender’ or
‘Optimate’ which really does increase battery life! De-sulphating the internals, it keeps the battery in tip-
top condition, such as when you’re finally ready to fire up the bike after the long cold winter! Following
on from some sad tales of theft last year, maximum security is another area to be totally safe with, using
only top-quality locking devices is a must… Chains, U Bolts, Disc Locks all help to put off opportunists.
Where you can, a GroundAnchor is a good long-term investment… It may be obvious, but putting a note
on the seat or screen to remind you, the bike is locked up is really worthwhile! It’s all too easy to forget
she’s locked up, and should you try to ride off with a disc lock or wheel chain in place, it’s easy to dam-
age a brake rotor or wheel! I must admit to getting a bit complacent about locking bikes in the garage…
not only is it a condition of insurance, but also a very good idea as garage doors are easily jemmied
open!

Getting your bike ready for the new season Check your tyre pressure on both wheels because tyres
generally lose pressure slowly over time. Cold temperatures exaggerate this pressure loss, so it’s vital
that you check tyre pressures before you do anything else using a pressure gauge. Compare the read-
ing to the one stated in the owners’ manual and adjust your tyre pressures accordingly. You should also
check your tyres for any other damage associated with a lack of use and cold temperatures, like crack-
ing.
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While you’re at it, you may as well check your tread depth, too. The legal limit for tread depth is 1mm
across the middle three quarters of the tyre. Good practice is to keep tread depth at 2.5mm or more. Roll
your bike. You can check each component of your bike individually but by rolling your bike a few centi-
metres forwards and backwards you will be able to see if anything has seized up or locked, rubbing or
chafing. If your drive belt is too tight you will become aware of it when you roll the bike. It doesn’t hurt to
check the tension, and make sure it’s up to the manufacturer’s specs (check your manual.) You can also
check your steering, feeling if it is lubricated or if it has become stiff after months of sitting around.

Check for leaks By rolling your bike away from its winter storage area look for any fluids which may
have leaked onto the floor. It also helps to get some of the liquids and fuel moving about which will also
reveal any leaks.

Brakes When rolling your bike, check your brakes to see if they feel and sound right. However, your
brake inspection should be more thorough as they’re obviously pretty important so check your brake
pads. Brake pads need to be at least 1-2mm thick and if they’re approaching that legal limit, it’s a good
idea to get them changed now. You should also check your brake lines for cracks or leaks.

Fluids Check your bike’s fluid levels and top them up accordingly. This means coolant, brake fluid,
engine, transmission and primary chain case oil but you should also check for changes in the colour of
the different fluids. Over the three or four months of winter, your motorbike’s liquids and fluids shouldn’t
degenerate too much but it’s worth checking them and getting them topped up or replaced if they don’t
look right. A word of caution, all lubricant oils, brake fluid, coolant fluids have specifications which are
critical to the safe and smooth operation of your bike.

Battery As noted earlier, it is best practice to use a Harley-Davidson battery tender, but If you have not
used one over the winter months then your battery might be flat. You need to check it before starting
your engine. If you need to charge the battery, or if it has been removed for winter storage, check the
terminals for dust, dirt or any corrosion and make sure they are clean before re-connection.

Starting your engine When you start your engine up leave it running for a couple of minutes to warm
through before revving it.

Lights and controls While you’re waiting for the engine to warm through you can check that the con-
trols and lights are working properly. This includes your headlight, brake lights, horn and indicators.
Once your engine has warmed up, gently rev it but don’t get on it and ride away just yet. After you’ve
revved it up, turn it off and then return it to the side stand and check for any leaks or anything unusual.

Prepare yourself Your riding may also be a little rusty and it will take time for you to get back to your
pre-winter riding levels. Take your time to get up to normal cruising speed.

Finally, don’t forget to check your admin Most motorbike insurance policies will renew automatically
but some don’t. It’s also illegal to own a motorbike (or any vehicle) that is uninsured and not ‘SORN’ off
the road. You need to keep on top of your motorcycle’s paperwork -- make sure it’s MOT’d, insured and
taxed before you take it out of the garage and back on to the road. And if you’ve had it ‘SORN’ off the
road over winter, you could think about a short-term insurance policy if you’re not sure how much you’ll
ride throughout the year.

That First Ride Some of us will probably wait for some warmer, drier weather but whenever you decide
to venture out for that first ride of 2022, make sure you and your bike are in good condition. Most import-
antly make sure you ride within your own comfort zone… Never Ride beyond your own capabilities no
matter what anybody else says…You are in control of your own bike…We have a number of rides which
are designed to assist with getting our riding back up to a comfortable and safe level. Please check the
Iceni calendar and comms for more info. There's something for everyone so come along and get in-
volved and enjoy everything the chapter has to offer.

Michael Oxborough (Safety Officer)
Mobile 07864 119915
michael.oxborough@hotmail.co.uk
Or safety@icenihog.com
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i2i Motorcycle Academy

Working in Partnership with Iceni HOG #7822

Gree�ngs fellow Chapter members. Have you ever wished you were more confident in all areas ofmachine
control, braking, cornering and slow riding? If yes, then read on.

Iceni HOG working together with i2i Motorcycle Academy are pleased to bring you a weekend of training
exclusively for our Chapter at a discounted rate.

The i2i Motorcycle Academy specialises in changing behaviour and put�ng the fun into riding bikes. The
core machine control courses are designed to change the behaviour and reac�ons of the rider. A�er
completing the courses, a rider will feel more confident, safer and amazed at what they can do on a bike.
This training forms part of the Iceni Road Crew skills set and is therefore highly recommended.

Machine Control Courses – Saturday 21st & Sunday 22nd May 2022

MC1 on your own bike @ Scottow ex RAF Col�shall site. £150 discounted to £135 each.
Saturday 21st May 9:00am – 2:00pm

MC2 on your own bike @ Scottow ex RAF Col�shall site. £150 discounted to £135 each.
Sunday 22nd May 9:00am – 2:00pm

Please note that you must have completed MC1 to doMC2.

MC3 is available both days a�er the MC1 and MC2 courses 2.30pm to 6.30pm (details to follow).

We would please ask you all to sign up by 12th March so we can secure the courses in good �me.

A word from Tom Killeen at the i2i Motorcycle Academy www.i2imca.com

“The Machine Control 1 and 2 courses have been designed to directly influence your behaviour, in a fun and
energising way. Importantly I want you to consider that these courses have been arranged as a result of
other riders in the group experiencing them first hand with incredibly posi�ve and surprising results. My
aim is to use the two days to cover everything that is required to make you more confident, informed and
in control of your machine in all areas including braking, cornering, slow riding but mostly feeling like you
have the right informa�on and opportunity to get the best from it.”

Booking Process

Step 1 -- Go to www.i2imca.com and then click “register”. You then create an account (using an email and
a password).
Step 2 -- Go to the “book online” sec�on which opens a calendar, scroll down un�l you see “private
event”, then enter the password mc1hog or mc2hog and follow the instruc�ons.

Any Questions please email or call.
Mike Oxborough Safety Officer - 07864 119915

Safetyofficer@icenihog.com
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